
PRODUCTION TITLE: Suitcase, Baby, and Mint Candy Production  
 
DIRECTOR/CONTACT: Producer: Enrui Shang Email: enruish9@bu.edu 
Cellphone: 7405917516  
AUDITION DATE AND LOCATION: Actors/Actresses could come to 640 
Commonwealth Ave Boston MA 02215 at Either 6:30pm Oct 29th or same time 
on Oct 30th (time is flexible on Oct 30th Friday) Bring Headshot and Resume #  
 
UNION OR NON-UNION: SAG and Non-Union  
 
SHOOTING DATES AND LOCATION: Shooting dates and locations are still 
subjects to change. Shooting dates range from four days to six days, during weekends 
between Nov7~Nov/15. Locations will be in the area around Boston. Night scenes 
involved, actors/actresses should be able to stay till late night).  
 
SYNOPSIS: Charlotte, a mother of a newborn, is also a hired killer who killed her 
own husband under the request of her boss --Bill. The new motherhood of Charlotte 
indeed distracts her from being an excellent killer and she makes mistakes in the task. 
Struggling in maintaining the two contradictory identities, Charlotte reveals her 
appalling job to Ray—a clerk in convenience store who has a good relationship with 
Charlotte--but Ray doesn’t buy it. After returning to home, what awaits Charlotte are 
a suitcase with leaking blood, and her uninvited boss –Bill, who threatens to kill her 
baby if the same mistake has been made again. To prove that she can handle the two 
spheres of her life equally well, Charlotte decides to assassinate Bill in his favorite 
restaurant…  
CHARACTER BREAKDOWN:  
The leading actress (Charlotte) should be experienced in film acting, have a good 
understanding of film blocking and well handle both the cruelty of a killer and the 
tenderness of a mother. The character, as a killer, should be a slim and fit Caucasian 
woman between 22-30 years old. (Role Model: Rooney Mara in The Girl with the 
Dragon Tattoo)  
Compensation: Leading Actress (Charlotte): $100/day   

 


